
the project:

The Modern Way™ was created in 1994 as a public service arm of Studio Flux, predecessor to ODO, to educate 
clients, print buyers and design professionals about ecologically-minded design. For our first project, we 
partnered with Vision Paper, makers of tree-free kenaf papers, to create The Modern Way™ Kenaf Paper Kit.

the brief:

1. The primary purpose of the project was to educate people about, and to encourage them to use, tree-free 
kenaf papers. Tree-free papers utilize fiber from fast growing plants like kenaf and hemp that require less solar 
income and resources to grow and process into paper than trees. It makes sense to use trees, which take at 
least 20 years to mature, for more appropriate, durable products like furniture and housing.

2. The secondary purpose was to demonstrate and promote the eco-minded design philosophy of 
Studio Flux—from creativity to the smart use of renewable, non-toxic resources.

3. The solution was to demonstrate the paper’s performance and serve as a paper sample swatchbook.

4. Paper was contributed by Vision Paper. The printing budget was a miniscule $200—ouch.

research:

1. The first thing we did was immerse ourselves in tree-free papers. What was the history? What are they like 
now? What are the benefits? What are the drawbacks? We also obtained samples to touch and test.

2. We put together a list of questions and concerns that the audience of this piece might have about tree-free 
papers; performance, cost, choice, availability, etc.

3. We knew from the beginning that, given the printing budget, we would only be able to print something if we 
ganged it on press with another project. This proved to take some coordination and patience as the projects 
must share ink colors, paper and quantities.

4. Given that we would be competing for attention against large, heavily garnished traditional mill swatchbooks 
and promotions, we would have to come up with some creative ways of making a splash.

creative process:

1. Sitting around and contemplating how we could have a big impact with a tiny print budget we jokingly got on 
the topic of “the little things”—the small things that we love because they are precious, fit in your hand or 
require you to take a moment to look closely. By making something small, could we have a larger impact?

2. Our second breakthrough came when we were working on our first Studio Flux business system. By making 
our letterhead slightly narrower, we created enough space on the 8.5 x 11" press sheet for a printed strip that 
could be folded into two little books.

3. Now that we had some space, we worked on the design of the piece. We decided on a retro visual approach 
that drew on the optimistic outlook for the future of the 1930s and 1940s and played off “The Modern Way” 
title. One book, called “Little Book of Kenaf Papers”, would be dedicated to information about tree-free 
papers. The other book, “Sample Book of Kenaf Papers”, would be a paper swatchbook. Content took 
the form of short Q&As with supporting factiods.
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1 x 2" kit folder front & back (left) and 1" square little books.

4. Finally, we devised a kit folder, likewise ganged on press, to hold the two books and create a fun little 
package. The folder was inspired by old tobacco paper packaging—somewhat poetic considering that 
kenaf could replace tobacco crops in the southern part of the country.
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production notes:

outcome:

The response to the kits was incredible. People would inevitably gather wherever they were handed out, grab 
them like candy, hold them close to study and start a discussion. We also received many letters and calls from 
recipients to express their joy at the design and message - often telling us they planned to explore tree-free 
options for their next project or that they were going to keep and display the kits in their work space.

The project received many national design and eco design honors including AIGA Greening of Design Award 
and AIGAMN Green Leaf Award. 

lessons:

This project opened our eyes to a perennial misconception in design: the bigger, more lavish a piece is, the 
more impact it will have on an audience. We learned that, with something as tiny as a 2 x 1" kit, you can make 
a big splash by using creativity over resources. We also found that you can do the most good at the design 
stage when you have control over what will be. This is a far more effective strategy than mitigating ecological 
impacts during production or through recycling. 

credits:

Design firm: Studio Flux

Art direction: John Moes, Holly Robbins

Design: John Moes, Holly Robbins

2-color, 1-sided, printed with soy-based inks on Vision Paper, totally chlorine-free, 
tree-free kenaf, 60 lb. text. Hand folded. Ganged on press with a narrow letterhead. 
Each book bound with one staple.

Little books

2-color, 1-sided, printed with soy-based inks on Vision Paper, totally chlorine-free, 
tree-free kenaf, 60 lb. cover. Hand folded. Ganged on press with business cards 
and another promotion. Two tabs glued with water-based, non-toxic adhesive.

Kit folder


